Oppel Silverwing
As recognized, adventure as capably as experience nearly lesson, amusement, as capably as settlement
can be gotten by just checking out a books oppel silverwing moreover it is not directly done, you could
believe even more on this life, not far off from the world.
We manage to pay for you this proper as skillfully as simple pretension to acquire those all. We provide
oppel silverwing and numerous book collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. among
them is this oppel silverwing that can be your partner.

Darkwing Kenneth Oppel 2011-11-15 Before there were bats like Shade, Marina or even Goth, there was
a young chiropter—a small arboreal glider—named Dusk. . . . It is 65 million years ago, during a
cataclysmic moment in the earth’s evolution, and Dusk, just months old, has no way of knowing he will
play a pivotal role in creating a new world. What he does know is that he is different from the other
newborn chiropters. Not content to use his large sails to glide down from the giant sequoia tree, Dusk
discovers that if he flaps quickly enough, he can fly. But this strange gift that makes him feel like an
outcast from the colony will also make him its saviour. After most of the colony is savagely massacred by
the felids—the earth’s first mammalian carnivores—Dusk must lead his fellow chiropters to a new home,
and a new life. Against a tableau of disappearing dinosaurs and the ascent of the mammal kingdom,
Oppel has created an adventure fantasy that sets the stage for the birth of the bats, the story of the
forebears of Shade, the beloved hero of the Silverwing series. As with all Silverwing books, it is
impossible to simply read Oppel’s Darkwing; each of us enters a world of convincing characters, warring
theologies, incredible natural history and a story that roars through head, heart and imagination. A tale
that can be read as a stand- lone or as a prequel, Darkwing will be a welcome new classic for the millions
of Kenneth Oppel fans.
The Nest Kenneth Oppel 2016-03-03 She was very blurry, not at all human-looking. There were huge
dark eyes, and a kind of mane made of light, and when she spoke, I couldn't see a mouth moving, but I
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felt her words, like a breeze against my face, and I understood her completely. "We've come because of
the baby," she said. "We've come to help." All Steve has to do is say, "Yes." But "yes" is a powerful word.
It is also a dangerous one. And once it is uttered, can it be taken back?
This Dark Endeavour Kenneth Oppel 2011-10-18 Victor Frankenstein leads a charmed life. He and his
twin brother, Konrad, and their beautiful cousin Elizabeth take lessons at home and spend their spare time
fencing and horseback riding. Along with their friend Henry, they have explored all the hidden
passageways and secret rooms of the palatial Frankenstein chateau. Except one. The Dark Library
contains ancient tomes written in strange languages, and filled with forbidden knowledge. Their father
makes them promise never to visit the library again, but when Konrad becomes deathly ill, Victor knows
he must find the book that contains the recipe for the legendary Elixir of Life. The elixir needs only three
ingredients. But impossible odds, dangerous alchemy and a bitter love triangle threaten their quest at
every turn. Victor knows he must not fail. But his success depends on how far he is willing to push the
boundaries of nature, science and love—and how much he is willing to sacrifice.
Every Hidden Thing Kenneth Oppel 2016-10-11 The hunt for a dinosaur skeleton buried in the Badlands,
bitter rivalries, and a forbidden romance come together in this beautifully written new novel that’s Romeo
and Juliet meets Indiana Jones. Somewhere in the Badlands, embedded deep in centuries-buried rock
and sand, lies the skeleton of a massive dinosaur, larger than anything the late nineteenth century world
has ever seen. Some legends call it the Black Beauty, with its bones as black as ebony, but to seventeenyear-old Samuel Bolt it’s the “rex”, the king dinosaur that could put him and his struggling, temperamental
archaeologist father in the history books (and conveniently make his father forget he’s been kicked out of
school), if they can just quarry it out. But Samuel and his father aren’t the only ones after the rex. For
Rachel Cartland this find could be her ticket to a different life, one where her loves of science and
adventure aren’t just relegated to books and sitting rooms. Because if she can’t prove herself on this
expedition with her professor father, the only adventures she may have to look forward to are marriage or
spinsterhood. As their paths cross and the rivalry between their fathers becomes more intense, Samuel
and Rachel are pushed closer together. And with both eyeing the same prize, their budding romance
seems destined to fail. But as danger looms on the other side of the hills, causing everyone’s secrets to
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come to light, Samuel and Rachel are forced to make a decision. Can they join forces to find their
quarry—and with it a new life together—or will old enmities and prejudices keep them from both the rex
and each other?
Half Brother Kenneth Oppel 2010-10-01 From the Printz-Honor-winning author of Airborn comes an
absorbing YA novel about a teen boy whose scientist parents take in a chimpanzee to be part of the
family.For thirteen years, Ben Tomlin was an only child. But all that changes when his mother brings
home Zan -- an eight-day-old chimpanzee. Ben's father, a renowned behavioral scientist, has uprooted the
family to pursue his latest research project: a high-profile experiment to determine whether chimpanzees
can acquire advanced language skills. Ben's parents tell him to treat Zan like a little brother. Ben
reluctantly agrees. At least now he's not the only one his father's going to scrutinize.It isn't long before
Ben is Zan's favorite, and Ben starts to see Zan as more
Starclimber Kenneth Oppel 2009-10-06 "Mr. Cruse, how high would you like to fly?" A smile soared
across my face. "As high as I possibly can." Pilot-in-training Matt Cruse and Kate de Vries, expert on
high-altitude life-forms, are invited aboard the Starclimber, a vessel that literally climbs its way into the
cosmos. Before they even set foot aboard the ship, catastrophe strikes: Kate announces she is
engaged—and not to Matt. Despite this bombshell, Matt and Kate embark on their journey into space, but
soon the ship is surrounded by strange and unsettling life-forms, and the crew is forced to combat
devastating mechanical failure. For Matt, Kate, and the entire crew of the Starclimber, what began as an
exciting race to the stars has now turned into a battle to save their lives. Award-winning and bestselling
author Kenneth Oppel brings us back to a rich world of flight and fantasy in this breathtaking new sequel
to Airborn and Skybreaker.
This Dark Endeavor Kenneth Oppel 2011-08-23 When his twin brother falls ill in the family's chateau in the
independent republic of Geneva in the eighteenth century, sixteen-year-old Victor Frankenstein embarks
on a dangerous and uncertain quest to create the forbidden Elixir of Life described in an ancient text in
the family's secret Biblioteka Obscura.
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Silverwing Kenneth Oppel 1998-06-11 Shade is a young silverwing bat, the runt of his colony. But he's
determined to prove himself on the long, dangerous winter migration to Hibernaculum, millions of
wingbeats to the south. During a fierce storm, he loses the others and soon faces the most incredible
journey of his young life. Desperately searching for a way to rejoin his flock, Shade meets a remarkable
cast of characters: Marina, a Brightwing bat with a strange metal band on her leg; Zephyr, a mystical
albino bat with an unusual gift; and Goth, a gigantic carnivorous vampire bat. But which ones are friends
and which ones are enemies? In this epic story of adventure and suspense, Shade is going to need all
the help he can find -- if he hopes to ever see his family again.
The Boundless Kenneth Oppel 2014-04-22 Aboard "The Boundless," the greatest train ever built, on its
maiden voyage across Canada, teenaged Will enlists the aid of a traveling circus to save the train from
villains.
Colin's Fantastic Video Adventure Kenneth Oppel 1985 Eleven-year-old Colin discovers that the
spaceships in his favorite video game are actually controlled by tiny men, who become his friends and
promise to help him in an upcoming contest.
The King's Taster Kenneth Oppel 2009-06-09 The royal chef takes Max the dog, the royal taster, on
several international journeys to find a dish for the land's pickiest eater, the new six-year-old king.
Such Wicked Intent Kenneth Oppel 2013-08-20 When his grieving father orders the destruction of the
Dark Library, Victor retrieves a book in which he finds the promise of not just communicating with the
dead, but entering their realm, and soon he, Elizabeth, and Henry are in the spirit world of Chateau
Frankenstein, creating and growing a body.
Airborn Kenneth Oppel 2004-05-11 Sailing toward dawn, and I was perched atop the crow's nest, being
the ship's eyes. We were two nights out of Sydney, and there'd been no weather to speak of so far. I was
keeping watch on a dark stack of nimbus clouds off to the northwest, but we were leaving it far behind,
and it looked to be smooth going all the way back to Lionsgate City. Like riding a cloud. . . . Matt Cruse is
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a cabin boy on the Aurora, a huge airship that sails hundreds of feet above the ocean, ferrying wealthy
passengers from city to city. It is the life Matt's always wanted; convinced he's lighter than air, he
imagines himself as buoyant as the hydrium gas that powers his ship. One night he meets a dying
balloonist who speaks of beautiful creatures drifting through the skies. It is only after Matt meets the
balloonist's granddaughter that he realizes that the man's ravings may, in fact, have been true, and that
the creatures are completely real and utterly mysterious. In a swashbuckling adventure reminiscent of
Jules Verne and Robert Louis Stevenson, Kenneth Oppel, author of the best-selling Silverwing trilogy,
creates an imagined world in which the air is populated by transcontinental voyagers, pirates, and beings
never before dreamed of by the humans who sail the skies.
Surprising Adventures of the Magical Mon L. Frank Baum 2006-10 An amazing collection of juvenile short
stories, involving wizards and a sadistic dragon. It takes us to the enchanted land of Mo where people do
not die and animals can speak. Baum has portrayed the fantastic world with such brilliance and vibrant
imagery that we can picture it in mind's eye. Guaranteed to charm young readers and all who are young
at heart.
Spell Sweeper Lee Edward Fodi 2021-11-30 Featuring a failed young wizard and her cleanup crew, this
delightfully dysfunctional middle grade fantasy is an imaginative twist on magic school that’s perfect for
fans of Nevermoor and The School for Good and Evil. Cara Moone is a wizard—but she’s basically
flunked out of wizard school. Now she’s in training to be a MOP, also known as Magical Occurrence
Purger, also known as it’s Cara’s job to sweep up the hazardous dust a real wizard’s spells leave behind.
A real wizard, that is, like Harlee Wu, the so-called Chosen One destined to save the magical world. But
when one of Harlee’s spells goes awry and leaves behind a rift in the fabric of magic itself, it'll take more
than magic to clean up the mess. Luckily, messes are kind of Cara’s thing. Magic is messy—and
fantastically fun—in this underdog story packed with humor, adventure, and attitude.
Pearl's Promise Frank Asch 2015-03-13 Pearl will never forget the day her mother and father were sold.
Ever since, Pearl, a white mouse living in Mr. Adams' Pet Store, has taken charge of her younger brother,
Tony. All's well until Prang, an evil-tempered snake, arrives in the pet store – and Mr. Adams targets Tony
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for Prang's next meal. To make matters worse, Pearl herself is sold the next day, but she vows to return
to save Tony. How is she ever going to get back? And if she does, can she match wits with the vicious
Prang? Humorous illustrations add to the fun in this charming and irresistible story of faith and courage.
Hatch Kenneth Oppel 2020-12-01 Fans left desperate for more at the end of Bloom will dive into this
second book of the Overthrow trilogy--where the danger mounts and alien creatures begin to hatch. First
the rain brought seeds. Seeds that grew into alien plants that burrowed and strangled and fed. Seth,
Anaya, and Petra are strangely immune to the plants' toxins and found a way to combat them. But just as
they have their first success, the rain begins again. This rain brings eggs. That hatch into insects. Not
small insects. Bird-sized mosquitos that carry disease. Borer worms that can eat through the foundation of
a house. Boat-sized water striders that carry away their prey. But our heroes aren't able to help this time-they've been locked away in a government lab with other kids who are also immune. What is their secret?
Could they be...part alien themselves? Whose side are they on? Kenneth Oppel expertly escalates the
threats and ratchets up the tension in this can't-read-it-fast-enough adventure with an alien twist. Readers
will be gasping for the next book as soon as they turn the last page...
The Silverwing Collection Kenneth Oppel 2014-10-07 A small bat’s curiosity leads to an action-packed
odyssey in the acclaimed Silverwing trilogy from Kenneth Oppel, now available as a collectible boxed set.
Shade is a young silverwing bat, the runt of his colony, and he’s determined to prove himself on the long,
dangerous winter migration to Hibernaculum. But when a fierce storm separates Shade from his colony,
he soon faces the most incredible journey of his young life—and that journey is just the beginning of an
epic trilogy of adventure, wonder, and suspense. Ideal for fans of Tolkien and fantasy, this boxed set
includes paperback editions of Silverwing, Sunwing, and Firewing.
The Mob Clem Martini 2004 Follows a crow family, the Kinaars, who, while attending the annual
Gathering, find their lives plunged into danger and chaos when violence ensues, leading to a tribunal
judgement that divides them.
Silverwing Kenneth Oppel 2007-09-18 When a newborn bat named Shade but sometimes called "Runt"
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becomes separated from his colony during migration, he grows in ways that prepare him for even greater
journeys.
Bloom Kenneth Oppel 2020-03-10 "The perfect book right now for young readers searching for hope,
strength, inspiration — and just a little horticultural havoc."—New York Times The first book in a can't-put-itdown, can't-read-it-fast-enough action-thriller trilogy that's part Hatchet, part Alien! The invasion begins-but not as you'd expect. It begins with rain. Rain that carries seeds. Seeds that sprout--overnight,
everywhere. These new plants take over crop fields, twine up houses, and burrow below streets. They
bloom--and release toxic pollens. They bloom--and form Venus flytrap-like pods that swallow animals and
people. They bloom--everywhere, unstoppable. Or are they? Three kids on a remote island seem immune
to the toxic plants. Anaya, Petra, Seth. They each have strange allergies--and yet not to these plants.
What's their secret? Can they somehow be the key to beating back this invasion? They'd better figure it
out fast, because it's starting to rain again....
The Live-Forever Machine Kenneth Oppel 2011-11-15 Past worlds come crashing into the present...
Fourteen-year-old Eric witnesses a strange confrontation in the city museum between an aged curator and
an eerily intense young man. Without warning, Eric finds himself in the middle of a bitter, centuries-old
conflict. Ancient Alexander, guardian of the secret of immortality, only wants to preserve the past. But his
nemesis, Coyle, will do anything to destroy it. Within the mysterious museum, and far below it in the city's
subterranean depths, Eric becomes the pawn in a life-or-death struggle for control over the Live-Forever
Machine.
Silverwing Kenneth Oppel 2014-03-04 Shade is a young silverwing bat, the runt of his colony. But he's
determined to prove himself on the long, dangerous winter migration to Hibernaculum, millions of
wingbeats to the south. During a fierce storm, he loses the others and soon faces the most incredible
journey of his young life. Desperately searching for a way to rejoin his flock, Shade meets a remarkable
cast of characters: Marina, a Brightwing bat with a strange metal band on her leg; Zephyr, a mystical
albino bat with an unusual gift; and Goth, a gigantic carnivorous vampire bat. But which ones are friends
and which ones are enemies? In this epic story of adventure and suspense, Shade is going to need all
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the help he can find -- if he hopes to ever see his family again.
Kenneth Oppel Airborn Series: Three-Book Bundle Kenneth Oppel 2014-12-02 In Airborn, enter a past in
which airplanes have never been invented, giant airships rule the skies and the glittering skyscrapers of
Lionsgate City, Canada’s greatest metropolis, rise near the Pacificus Ocean. When Matt Cruse, the cabin
boy on the luxury airship Aurora, fearlessly performs a dramatic rescue to save an old man from his
damaged hot air balloon, he doesn’t know what events he’s setting in motion. Will he and the balloonist’s
fiery granddaughter, Kate de Vries, be able to solve the mystery of impossible flying creatures seen
among the clouds? And will they figure it out before pirates and shipwreck end their voyage forever?
Pushed high into the sky by a storm over the Indian Ocean, the decrepit training ship Flotsam makes an
astonishing discovery before being forced to descend. Adrift at 20,000 feet is a tattered, ice-crusted
airship bearing the name Hyperion. Could it really be the legendary lost craft, now a vast treasure and a
frozen mausoleum to a ghostly crew? Matt Cruse is the only member of Flotsam’s oxygen-starved crew
able to remember the ghost ship’s coordinates—and it seems as if everyone in the fabulous city of Paris
wants them. In Skybreaker, Matt and Kate de Vries are challenged with another thrilling adventure, this
time among the icy dangers and strange wonders of the upper atmosphere. At long last, Matt Cruse is at
the helm. Though it’s only a summer job piloting a humble aerocrane, he’s thrilled to be helping to build
the Celestial Tower, Paris’s extraordinary gateway to outer space. But Matt’s idyllic summer is short-lived.
He narrowly survives a deadly attack by the fanatical Babelites, who are opposed to humans reaching the
heavens. Worse still, his nights spent stargazing with Kate de Vries must end when she’s summoned
back to Lionsgate City by her parents. But then the chance of a lifetime boosts Matt’s hopes of being
airborne once more. Canada wants to reach space first, and the Canadian Minister of Air has asked Kate
to join the first expedition as an expert on aerial zoology. There’s a place for Matt, too—if he can pass the
gruelling tests to become one of the world’s first astralnauts on board the incredible ship Starclimber.
Darkwing Kenneth Oppel 2007-08-21 As the sun sets on the time of the dinosaurs, a new world is left in
its wake. . . . Dusk He alone can fly and see in the dark, in a colony where being different means being
shunned—or worse. As the leader's son, he is protected, but does his future lie among his kin? Carnassial
He has the true instincts of a predator, and he is determined that his kind will not only survive but will
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dominate the world of beasts. From the author of the internationally acclaimed Silverwing trilogy comes an
extraordinary adventure set 65 million years ago. Kenneth Oppel, winner of a Michael L. Printz Honor for
Airborn, has crafted a breathtaking animal tale that reaches out to the human in all of us.
Skybreaker Kenneth Oppel 2009-09-22 A legendary ghost ship. An incredible treasure. A death-defying
adventure. Forty years ago, the airship Hyperion vanished with untold riches in its hold. Now,
accompanied by heiress Kate de Vries and a mysterious gypsy, Matt Cruse is determined to recover the
ship and its treasures. But 20,000 feet above the Earth's surface, pursued by those who have hunted the
Hyperion since its disappearance, and surrounded by deadly high-altitude life forms, Matt and his
companions soon find themselves fighting not only for the Hyperion—but for their very lives.
All the Days Past, All the Days to Come Mildred D. Taylor 2021-01-05 The saga of the Logan family-made famous in the Newbery Medal-winning Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry--concludes in a deeply fulfilling
story, now available in paperback. In her tenth book, Mildred Taylor completes her sweeping saga about
the Logan family of Mississippi, which is also the story of the civil rights movement in America of the 20th
century. Cassie Logan, first met in Song of the Trees and Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, is a young
woman now, searching for her place in the world, a journey that takes her from Toledo to California, to
law school in Boston, and, ultimately, in the 60s, home to Mississippi to participate in voter registration.
She is witness to the now-historic events of the century: the Great Migration north, the rise of the civil
rights movement, preceded and precipitated by the racist society of America, and the often violent
confrontations that brought about change. Rich, compelling storytelling is Ms. Taylor's hallmark, and she
fulfills expectations as she brings to a close the stirring family story that has absorbed her for over forty
years. It is a story she was born to tell.
Inkling Kenneth Oppel 2018-11-06 "Astonishing"—The New York Times Book Review A brilliantly funny,
highly illustrated story about how a little ink splot changes a family forever. Perfect for those who love
Hoot, Holes, or Frindle! The Rylance family is stuck. Dad's got writer's block. Ethan promised to illustrate
a group project at school--even though he can't draw. Sarah's still pining for a puppy. And they all miss
Mom. Enter Inkling. Inkling begins life in Mr. Rylance's sketchbook. But one night the ink of his drawings
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runs together--and then leaps off the page! This small burst of creativity is about to change everything.
Ethan finds him first. Inkling has absorbed a couple chapters of his math book--not good--and the story
he's supposed to be illustrating for school--also not good. But Inkling's also started drawing the pictures to
go with the story--which is amazing! It's just the help Ethan was looking for! Inkling helps the rest of the
family too--for Sarah he's a puppy. And for Dad he's a spark of ideas for a new graphic novel. It's exactly
what they all want. It's not until Inkling goes missing that this family has to face the larger questions of
what they--and Inkling--truly need. • A New York Times Notable Book • A New York Public Library Best
Book of the Year -- top ten selection • "A true-to-life family, some can't-put-it-down excitement, a few
deep questions, and more than a little bit of magic. This book is everything, and I loved every page."
—Rebecca Stead, Newbery Medalist for When You Reach Me
Airborn Kenneth Oppel 2009-09-22 Sailing toward dawn, and I was perched atop the crow's nest, being
the ship's eyes. We were two nights out of Sydney, and there'd been no weather to speak of so far. I was
keeping watch on a dark stack of nimbus clouds off to the northwest, but we were leaving it far behind,
and it looked to be smooth going all the way back to Lionsgate City. Like riding a cloud. . . . Matt Cruse is
a cabin boy on the Aurora, a huge airship that sails hundreds of feet above the ocean, ferrying wealthy
passengers from city to city. It is the life Matt's always wanted; convinced he's lighter than air, he
imagines himself as buoyant as the hydrium gas that powers his ship. One night he meets a dying
balloonist who speaks of beautiful creatures drifting through the skies. It is only after Matt meets the
balloonist's granddaughter that he realizes that the man's ravings may, in fact, have been true, and that
the creatures are completely real and utterly mysterious. In a swashbuckling adventure reminiscent of
Jules Verne and Robert Louis Stevenson, Kenneth Oppel, author of the best-selling Silverwing trilogy,
creates an imagined world in which the air is populated by transcontinental voyagers, pirates, and beings
never before dreamed of by the humans who sail the skies.
The Oxford Handbook of Canadian Literature Cynthia Sugars 2015-11-02 The Oxford Handbook of
Canadian Literature provides a broad-ranging introduction to some of the key critical fields, genres, and
periods in Canadian literary studies. The essays in this volume, written by prominent theorists in the field,
reflect the plurality of critical perspectives, regional and historical specializations, and theoretical positions
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that constitute the field of Canadian literary criticism across a range of genres and historical periods. The
volume provides a dynamic introduction to current areas of critical interest, including (1) attention to the
links between the literary and the public sphere, encompassing such topics as neoliberalism, trauma and
memory, citizenship, material culture, literary prizes, disability studies, literature and history, digital
cultures, globalization studies, and environmentalism or ecocriticism; (2) interest in Indigenous literatures
and settler-Indigenous relations; (3) attention to multiple diasporic and postcolonial contexts within
Canada; (4) interest in the institutionalization of Canadian literature as a discipline; (5) a turn towards
book history and literary history, with a renewed interest in early Canadian literature; (6) a growing interest
in articulating the affective character of the "literary" - including an interest in affect theory, mourning,
melancholy, haunting, memory, and autobiography. The book represents a diverse array of interests -from the revival of early Canadian writing, to the continued interest in Indigenous, regional, and diasporic
traditions, to more recent discussions of globalization, market forces, and neoliberalism. It includes a
distinct section dedicated to Indigenous literatures and traditions, as well as a section that reflects on the
discipline of Canadian literature as a whole.
Kenneth Oppel Silverwing Series: Four-Book Bundle Kenneth Oppel 2014-12-02 In Silverwing, Shade, a
young Silverwing bat, gets separated from his colony and must set out on a dangerous journey to find his
way back to them. Shade’s story continues in Sunwing, as he travels to the far southern jungle, where he
will do all he can to find his father—and save the world from eternal night. In Firewing, Shade's son Griffin
is sucked into the Underworld, and Shade must save him before a deadly foe finds him first. Silverwing,
Dusk fights his urge to flap and Carnassial gives into his instincts to become a vicious predator in
Darkwing.
The Sight David Clement-Davies 2007-08-16 In the shadow of an abandoned castle, a wolf pack seeks
shelter. the she-wolf ’s pups will not be able to survive the harsh transylvanian winter. And they are being
stalked by a lone wolf, Morgra, possessed of a mysterious and terrifying power known as the sight.
Morgra knows that one of the pups born beneath the castle holds a key to power even stronger than her
own—power that could give her control of this world and the next. but the pack she hunts will do anything
to protect their own, even if it means setting in motion a battle that will involve all of nature, including the
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creature the wolves fear the most—Man.
Firewing Kenneth Oppel 2008-03-25 Griffin, a young bat, is sucked into the "Underworld," and his father
follows to rescue him.
Sunwing Kenneth Oppel 2008-03-25 Continues the adventures of Shade, a young bat, as he searches for
his father and struggles to prevent the evil jungle bat Goth from wiping out the sun.
The Nest Kenneth Oppel 2015 "When wasps come to Steve in a dream offering to fix his sick baby
brother, he thinks all he has to do is say yes. But yes may not mean what Steve thinks it means."-Thrive Kenneth Oppel 2021-05-04 The. Aliens. Are. Here. The heart-pounding conclusion to The
Overthrow trilogy that began with Bloom and Hatch. The alien invasion of Earth is imminent. But maybe
not all the aliens are united. A rebel faction has reached out to Anaya, saying there's a way to stop the
larger invastion--a way for humans and hybrids and cryptogens to work together. Can they be trusted? Or
is this a trap? It's not even clear if Anaya, Petra, and Seth are united--some of the hybrids think they'd be
better off if the aliens won... With everything on the line, these three teens will have to decide who they
are at their core--alien or human, enemy or friend.
Darkwing Kenneth Oppel 2009-10-06 As the sun sets on the time of the dinosaurs, a new world is left in
its wake. . . . Dusk He alone can fly and see in the dark, in a colony where being different means being
shunned—or worse. As the leader's son, he is protected, but does his future lie among his kin? Carnassial
He has the true instincts of a predator, and he is determined that his kind will not only survive but will
dominate the world of beasts. From the author of the internationally acclaimed Silverwing trilogy comes an
extraordinary adventure set 65 million years ago. Kenneth Oppel, winner of a Michael L. Printz Honor for
Airborn, has crafted a breathtaking animal tale that reaches out to the human in all of us.
Dead Water Zone Kenneth Oppel 2011-11-15 It's been months since Paul has seen his younger brother,
Sam. Now Sam has completely disappeared. Why? The truth lies at the heart of Watertown, a polluted
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slum afloat in the city's toxic harbour, where Sam has been working as a research assistant. Paul goes
there to find his brother--and encounters people who will do anything to stop him. Can Paul find out the
truth? Or does the dead water zone devour everyone who dares to enter it?
Sunwing Kenneth Oppel 2000 Continues the adventures of Shade, a young bat, as he searches for his
father and struggles to prevent the evil jungle bat Goth from wiping out the sun.
Devil's Cure Kenneth Oppel 2014-05-20 Convicted murderer David Haines sits on death row. Meanwhile,
researcher Dr. Laura Donaldson discovers that Haines’s blood may hold the cure to cancer. When she
unwittingly helps Haines escape, she and FBI agent Kevin Sheldrake embark on a terrifying manhunt. It is
imperative that Haines be brought back alive—but he’d sooner kill himself than offer his blood to medical
science.
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